


Climator is here to keep you calm and relaxed 

with affordable modern Central A/C systems for 

all homes.

Due to consistent weather changes, air 

conditioners are becoming the utmost priority 

and may be the basic need for the residents as a 

comfort appliance used in domestic, commercial, 

and industrial levels.

Adding central air is easier and less costly than 

you might think. If you don’t have ducts, you 

can’t imagine how they’re going to be added 

without destroying the house and costing a 

bundle.

Central air conditioning gives you the comfort of 

temperature control more efficiently than a split 

unit. A split unit can cool a single room fairly well, 

but if you need a few throughout the house, the 

energy costs can stack up fast.

About



SERVICES



Ducted Central A/C Installation for Home &

Office. Whether summers are really getting

hotter or we’ve lost our tolerance for heat as we

grow older, lots of us are tempted to yank out

noisy, dripping window/split air conditioners and

replace them with quiet, efficient whole-house

central-air-conditioning systems..

A/C CONSULTANTS & SERVICES



Climator provide a bespoke electrical design so

that the quality and efficiency of the equipment

are not compromised while we go for the most

economical electrical appliance solution.

Climator have a wealth of highly experienced

technicians and engineers in our electrical

department.

ELECTRICAL CONSULTANTS & SERVICES



We work with clients to research & understand

their requirements to create versatile electrical

gadgets using renewable energy sources. We

are happy with a bunch of smart clients who

slash down their energy bills and go

environmental-friendly with Climator.

SOLAR ENERGY CONSULTANTS & SERVICES



Climator have a team of painters with years of

experience in the field, led by senior

supervisors and inspected by interior & exterior

designers. No matter whether the site is interior

or exterior, the surface is even or uneven or the

corners are closer or farther; paint-slingers of

Climator will get the job done for you within a

stipulated time.

PAINTING CONSULTANTS & SERVICES



Climator’s plumbing service team have

professionally trained technicians and labourers

for your home’s interior, electrical and furnishing

works. Climator’s team is empowered by site

engineers who will ensure quality without

compromise. Now, if it’s a leaky pipe or drain

water block, you can rely on Climator for an

easy and fast solution.

PLUMBING CONSULTANTS & SERVICES



Climator can turn your interior into a zestful and

sparkling one without the limitations of the

symmetrical or radial balance of different

indoors. The idea is to make your interior

flawless, crafted for perfection. We cater to all

demands for revamping old interiors in homes

and workplaces. Get in touch with us, and craft

something beautiful for a lifetime!

INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTANTS & SERVICES



Climator provides Industrial Gas Pipeline

Installation, Multi-Cylinder LPG Installations

(VOT & LOT), LPG Reticulated Systems,

Commercial Gas Pipeline Installation, LPG Gas

Leakage Detection And Monitoring System,

Installation And Maintenance Services

COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC GAS PIPE LINE 

INSTALLATION SERVICES



DUCTED CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

In India it is uncommon to see central AC in residential homes. Climator International

make it possible to procure an energy-efficient and economical ducted centralised

air conditioning system for a household application. Central AC is reliant on the

ductwork that connects to each individual room/space to ensure proper cooling.



BENEFITS OF DUCTED CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING



BENEFITS OF CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

Less electricity consumption

Ceiling mounted ducts that

blend into the property
Easy to control 

Zones for flexibility

Seamless look

Low noise

Low Maintenance

Value for money



Ducted Centralised A/C PROJECTS



KALOOR – 1500 sqft 3 Bedroom Flat

1,500 Sqft, 3 Bedroom Flat converted to Centralised A/C. The entire flat has only 2-

Tone Daikin Ducted A/C Unit and distributes the air through Ceiling mounted ducts 

that can be controlled independently in each room. As well as controlling the 

thermostat and turn off the A/C in each room.

https://youtu.be/QZnS6Af8ABg


NUPAL Remedies (Kamilari) – Head office, Ernakulam

https://youtu.be/j57aNlOfH1c


Villa– Ongoing Project, Maradu



FRESH AIR SYSTEM

Ventilation systems bring in fresh air from the outside and push out unwanted 

airborne particulates to create cleaner, fresher, and healthier indoor air. Healthy 

and fresh indoor air is key to a good quality of life. It is much nicer to work when 

the quality of the air is good without a constant need to open the windows and 

go home to fresh air. We offer Fresh Air solutions for homes and offices.





Thank You


